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A little History about this project
A friend of mine sent me pictures of some Norfolk Southern maintenance of way (MOW)
boxcars. Sometime later, another friend sent me the picture above. I really thought MOW
boxcars were neat, and would make a good addition to my ribbon rail train. The project did not
look too hard, and in fact it was very easy. I built two of the boxcars; neither of them are
exactly the same.
I did use some “Modelers License” in the fact that I added doors on the ends of the cars. I had
seen this on other MOW equipment, and I think it adds to the overall look of the cars.
Remember, some MOW equipment the railroad uses but don’t maintain very well. Boxcars,
flatcars, hoppers, and other items like these are not new, nor freshly painted! You can use
older passenger cars for crew dorms, kitchens, or mobile offices.
For the modern modeler, this is a good place to use the older 40 and 50 foot equipment, just
remove the roof walks. Old heavy weigh passenger equipment is also good for the MOW trains
too.

Items required for the project
Roundhouse double door boxcars (must have opening doors)
Scalecoat Stripper (if you start with a decorated car)
Scalecoat II #S2013 Boxcar Red (spray can) or
Scalecoat II #S20206 MOW Gray (spray can)
Scalecoat II #S20201 MOW Gray (brush on)
Pikestuff #541‐1102 Personnel Door (no window) or
Pikestuff #541‐1103 Personnel Door (With window)
Pikestuff #541‐1100 Roll‐up Freight door
Squadron Green putty
Testors #1185 Rust (brush on)
Testors #1121 Flat Dark Brown (brush on)
Testors #1146 Silver (brush on)
Testors #1246 Silver (spray can)
Testors #1214 Yellow (spray can)
Testors #1160 Dullcoat (spray can)
Perma Blue Liquid Gun Bluing
.015 piano wire
Super glue
Evergreen #9030, .030 sheet styrene (one sheet)
Evergreen #138, Strip Styrene, .030 X .188
Evergreen #9006, .010 Clear Styrene
Scrap piece of .010 sheet styrene
Tenax R7 or Plastruct Plastic Weld
Micorscale #87‐1012 Maintenance of Way decals
Microscale #90101 (White) or #90102 (Black) Alphabet – Gothic
Microscale Reflector Stripes #MC‐4389 (Modern car)
Microscale #87‐2 Freight car data (older car) #87‐260 Freight car data (modern car)
X‐Acto knife with #11 blades and #17 chisel blades
Pin vice with several #76 and #80 bits
A‐Line Stirrups #29000 (Style A) or #29001 (Style B) or #29002 (Style C)
A‐Line #13003 Steel Weights
Alloy Forms #119‐1000 Brass Chain, 36 links per inch
Rustall
Weathering chalks
Small File set
10‐0 Red Sable brush
3‐0 Sable brush
Walthers #904‐470 Decal Setting Solution
Side Cutters
Scale ruler

Items required for the project (continued)
Small machinist Square
Nail file 100/180 grit (cheaper, can be used to wet sand, and more choices of grit)
Dremel tool with cutoff disks
Kadee #5 couplers (optional)
Small Philips screw driver
Old paint brush for glue application
Detail Associates #2222 Eye Bolt – 3 ½”
Needle nose plyers
Chopper
Blue Painters tape
Kadee Coupler Height tool
Small vice
Wheels, Trucks, and Couplers
Add several drops of Testors #1185 Rust to the Testors #1121 Flat Dark Brown. Add just
enough to have the dark brown start to get lighter, and turning a rusty color. Stir the colors
together well, this will take some time. I call this “truck paint.”
Remove the wheel sets from the truck frames. Paint the outside, top, and underside of the
truck frames with the “truck paint.” Make sure to get the paint in the openings between the
axle bearings and the springs.
Paint the wheel sets, outside, inside, and axles with the “truck paint.” Paint everything but the
wheel treads. See figure 1.
Carefully paint the couplers, making sure not to get any paint in the knuckle hinge.
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All measurements are in scale feet
Modifying the floor of the car
Remove the weight from the floor of the car. With the floor installed in the car body, mark the
door openings and remove the “lip” in the door opening. Sand the floor to get it smooth. See
figure 2. The area you remove the lip from, should be a couple of feet wider on both sides of
the door. The floor MUST be flush with the bottom door opening. If it is not, keep sanding until
it is.
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Cut the corners of the floor out by 4 feet X 1 foot. See figure 3.

Fig. 3

Modifying the doors for the end of the car
Cut three pieces of .030 styrene 6 feet X 1 foot. Cut two of those in half. Frame the back of the
door. See in figure 4 (next page). This allows for the curves in the end of the car to be covered,
not open.

Fig. 4

Modifying the original car doors
Using a good sharp #17 chisel blade, carefully remove the ribs on the top panel of the right
hand door. Sand the ribs smooth. Cut a piece of .010 styrene 7 feet 3 inches X 2 feet. Sand for
a good fit, and glue the .010 styrene in place. Fill any low spots with Squadron Green putty.
Sand the panel smooth. See Figure 5.

Fig. 5

Glue them in place. Use Squadron Green putty to make the panels smooth. Be careful not to
get the putty in the rivets.
Using Testors #1214 Yellow (spray can), paint the doors and set aside to dry. When dry, use
#87‐1012 Maintenance of Way decals, find “M of W Tool & Material Car.” Put this on the right
side door. Using Rustall, weather the door to get a very rusty effect. Once you are happy with
the looks of the doors, dull coat them and set aside to dry. See Figure 6 (next page).

Fig. 6

Modifying the car body
Remove the cast on stirrups with a sharp #11 X‐Acto blade and file area smooth.
Cut a piece of .010 and .030 styrene 3 feet X 1.5 feet. Glue this to the inside of the car at the
corners. File these pieces flush with the side of the car. See figure 7. Cut a piece of .030
Styrene, 6 inches X 6 inches and glue to the car end, and to the end of the piece you just glued
in. See figure 10.
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Using the #76 bit, drill holes for the A‐Line stirrups. Drill the first hole at the corner of the car as
shown in figure 8. Use the stirrup to gauge the placement of the second hole. The stirrup
bottom should be 1 foot 6 inches from the bottom of the car body. Glue in place with super
glue. See figure 9 (next page).

Fig. 9
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Install the car floor. Working through the side door, mark the top of the floor on the end of the
car. See figure 11. Using the end door, mark the end of the car where the door will be placed.
See figure 12. The door on the “B” end of the car will be offset to the right side of the car
because of the brake wheel assembly. See figure 13.

Fig. 11

Using your Dremel tool and a cut off wheel, cut to the “inside” of your marks and file the
opening to fit the door. Make sure the door is square, and flush with the end walkway. See
figure 14 and 15 (next page). Test fit the door. If there are any areas that are not covered by
the door, fill with Squadron Green putty. Sand these areas smooth. Test fit the door again to
make sure everything is smooth and you have no signs of Dremel activity!

Fig. 12
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Using Testors #1246 Silver (spray can) paint the doors for the end of the car, the roll up doors,
and the personnel doors. Set aside to dry.

Fig. 14
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Now is the time to paint the car. Wash the car body with warm soapy water, rinse and set
aside to try. Use Scalecoat II #S2013 Boxcar Red (spray can) to paint the car. Make sure you
have a good glossy coat of paint.
Building the side door plugs
This is the most difficult part of this build. The door assembly MUST be square and fit the car
perfectly! The door opening is a scale 16 feet wide and 9 feet 9 inches tall. Cut two pieces of
.030 styrene slightly larger than the opening and file/sand to fit the door opening. They MUST
be flush with the inside of the car side. Make sure they fit BOTH door openings! Take your
time and make sure you have a good fit.
Once you have the door blanks done, measure from the right side, 10 feet, and mark a line.
From the bottom measure 8 feet and mark a line. This is for the garage door opening. Cut this
area out. Test fit garage door, making sure the bottom is flush with the bottom of the door
blank. See figure 16 (next page).
On the left side of the door blank, measure and mark a line 3 feet 6 inches. From the bottom of
the door blank, measure 7 feet and mark a line. This is for the personnel door. See figure 17
(next page). Test fit the personnel door to make sure it is flush with the bottom of the door
blank. Make two the door blanks, making sure they are the same.
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Cut a piece of .030 styrene 9 feet 9 inches X 2 feet 6 inches. Make sure this piece is square.
This is the one wall for the personnel door opening. Cut one piece 7 feet X 2 feet 3 1/2 inches.
This is the other wall for the personnel door opening. Cut two pieces of .030 styrene, 1 foot 6
inches X 1 foot 6 inches. Glue one piece of the 1 foot 6 inch square to the side of the 7 foot
wall, at bottom of the of the wall flush with the front edge. Glue the second 1 foot 6 inch
square to the top of the 7 foot wall section, this will be flush with the front of the wall and at
the top of the wall. Cut a piece of .030 styrene 4 feet X 3 feet. This is the ceiling about the
personal door. Cut a piece of .030 styrene 9 feet 9 inches by 3 feet.
Using the line drawing in the back of the handout, assemble the door plug. Be careful to build
the door plug square. These pieces form the personnel door opening. Once you are happy
with the door plug, using Scalecoat #20206 Maintenance of Way Gray. After the door plug is
dry, add some .030 styrene tabs to the back side of the door plug. These tabs will be used to
glue the door plug to the inside of the car. See figure 18 and 19. Using Evergreen #9006, .010
Clear Styrene, cut a piece 4 feet 4 feet, and glue to the back of the window opening.
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Mark holes for the grab irons 3 inches in from the edge of the personnel door opening, 3 inches
from the bottom, and 6 feet 6 inches from the bottom. Do these measurements for both sides
of the personnel door opening. Using a #76 drill bit, drill the holes for the grab irons in the side
door plug. See figure 20 (next page).
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Using a #80 drill bit, drill holes for the “chain hooks” 3 feet 6 inches from the bottom of the role
up door, do this on both sides of the role up door. The holes should be drilled at a 45 degree
angle. See figure 21.
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Using the Alloy Forms #119‐1000 Brass Chain, cut two pieces 9 feet 6 inches long. Remove the
link that was cut. Using Detail Associates #2222 Eye Bolt, open the “eye” up with a #11 X‐Acto
blade to form a hook. See figure 22. Put the straight end of the opened “eye” to the end link of
the chain. Slide the chain to the “shank” end of the “eye” bolt. Carefully close the “eye” with
needle nose plyers. See figure 23. Do this for both other end of the chain.
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Using the Perma Blue Gun bluing, dip the chain in the bluing solution several times to blacken
it. When the chain is black, rinse with water and set aside to dry. When dry, use Testors #1214
Yellow (spray can) to lightly paint the chain. I found it worked best to mist the paint on. You
want the chain to have some of black still showing and still be able to move. This simulates
years of use. If you have too much yellow paint, on the chain, use some black chalk to give it
that “used” look.
Glue the roll up door to the side door plug. Use the Rustall to weather the side door plug
assembly. Once you are happy with look, dull coat the assembly. If you use a personnel door,
install the window glass after you dull coat the door plug.
Using Evergreen #138 Strip Styrene, cut four pieces 5 feet long, cut eight pieces 2 feet long.
Then split them in half‐length wise. Mark one foot spacing on the side pieces of the ladder.
Carefully glue the steps in place, use a small amount of glue at this point. Use the small
machinist square to ensure the steps are square. Once you have the steps assembled, go back
and re‐glue the steps. Using the nail file, sand one the sides to make sure they are flat and
straight. Sand one end at a slight angle, this will be the bottom of the ladder. Once you are
happy with the steps, use Testors #1246 to paint the steps. See figure 24 and 25.
Weathering
Cars in maintenance of way service are older cars, and they don’t get a lot of fresh paint.
Maintenance of them is not as good at the cars that are interchanged. With this in mind,
weather the car heavily!!
Using Testors #1164 (brush on) Silver paint the roof of the car and let dry. Using Testors #1185
Rust (brush on), start at the center of the roof, and work your way to the edges of the roof. At
the edges you should almost be dry brushing the roof. You want some of the silver to show
through. Once you are happy with the look of the roof, take black chalk and darken the center
of the roof. See figure 26 (next page).
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Using Scalecoat #S20201 Maintenance of Way Grey (brush on) to simulate a reseal of the roof.
Using a small brush, go around the edges of the roof, and on both sides to the roof panel
seams. Don’t go to wide on the edges or panel seams. See figure 26.
Once the paint is dry, apply the decals. After decaling the car, and setting the decals, start the
weathering using Rustall. Brush it on heavily, and DON’T mess with!! Just put on a heavy coat
and let it dry. Apply a second coat and let it dry. Once you are happy with the look, use
Testors #1960 Dull Coat on the car body and let it dry.
Using the dark brown and black chalk, weather the sides and ends of the car. Get some grime
around the door knobs to show use. Once you are happy with the look of the car, dull coat the
sides, ends, and top. Set aside to dry. See figure 27 and 28.
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Assembling the car
Install the end doors in the car. You may need to use some scrap plastic applied to the inside of
the end panel. See Figure 29 and 30 (next page). Install the brake wheel after you install the
“B” end door.

On the side of the car, pop out the top door rails and install the side doors. Once the door is
installed, push the top rail back in place. Repeat this for the other three doors. Leave the doors
open. See figure 31. Using super glue, install the painted chain into the door plugs, see figure
32.
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I numbered the door plugs 1 and 2, I also marked the inside of the car with the numbers. I also
put an arrow in the floor, and inside the roof of the car to indicate the “B” end of the car.
Install one door plug, holding it in with blue tape. Install the floor of the car. Working through

the opposite side door opening, mark the back side to the door plug at the roll up door and the
back side of the personal door on the car floor. On the front side of the door plug, mark the
sides and back of the opening on the floor of the car. Remove the floor of the car. Using scrap
.030 styrene, make a back support and glue it against the marks on the floor. See figure 33.
Repeat this for the other side door plug.

Fig. 33

Temporarily install one door plug using blue tape. Install the floor and mark the edge of the
personnel door. Glue one of the ladders to the side edge of the floor, and close to the mark
you just made. Reinstall the floor to make sure the ladder clears the wall of the door plug.
Repeat this for the other side of car. Once both ladders are glued in place, paint the floor with
Scalecoat II #S2020 MOW Gray (brush on). Once the paint is dry, dull coat the floor. When dry,
use some dark brown and black chalk to weather the floor. When finished with the chalk, dull
coat the floor again. Using the A‐Line #13003 Steel Weights, add two ounces of weight to the
floor of the car. See figure 34.

Fig. 34

At this point you are ready to install the door plugs. Glue them in one at a time, checking to see
the latter does not hit the personnel door wall or grab iron. Glue in the second door plug, again
checking to see that the ladder doesn’t hit the personnel door wall or the grab iron.
Install the floor in the car for the last time! Install the couplers, then the trucks. The car should
weigh 4.5 ounces. My car weighted 5 ounces, I can live with that!! Check the coupler height
with the Kadee Coupler Height tool.

Finished model

Side 1

“A” End

Finished model (continued)

Side 2

“B” End

My contact info
Web site: www.b‐n‐ferrco.com
E‐mail address: b‐n‐ferrco@cfl.rr.com
Cell phone: 321‐432‐5483
If you call me and I don’t answer, please leave a message. Tell me you have some questions
about building the MOW boxcar. I will return your call!!

